The A learner

















With support, I can share my ideas
I can follow instructions
I can follow a modelled task
I can use my teachers ideas to help me
My teacher sometimes gives me reassurance
My teacher sometimes has to prompt me
I sometimes use resources my teacher has
suggested
I can follow a line of inquiry
I am increasing my knowledge with my teachers
help
I can use information given to me to support my
learning
My teacher supports me to complete my work on
time
My teacher writes how I have worked something
out or said something
I can use a writing frame to help me present my
work
I prefer to stick to my teacher’s suggestions
My teacher helps me to spot my mistakes

The C learner

















I can share my ideas with some reasoning
I can use and apply my prior learning
I can use my ideas and others to further my
learning
I am growing in confidence when learning
independently
I can independently choose resources that support
my learning
I can apply my knowledge
I am starting to suggest what I would like to
investigate
I can decide which information I need from a
selection to support my learning
I am starting to be aware of the time I need to
complete each task
I am beginning to show my workings out
With suggestions, I can decide how to present my
work
I am starting to use learning opportunities I have
had at home and apply them to my learning at
school, and vice versa
In my thinking and learning, I am beginning to
take risks
I am starting to amend my mistakes

The E learner





















I am articulate and concise when I share my ideas
and understanding
I can teach others
I can justify my answers
I can reason
I can make logical comparisons
I can think philosophically
I can provide clarifications
I can confidently identify resources to extend my
understanding
I can decide which sources I need to find relevant
information to further my understanding
I recognise and use related facts
I can consistently apply my knowledge
I can develop my own line of inquiry
I can independently manage my time effectively to
ensure I complete all tasks
I know how to present work out to ensure accuracy
I can use learning opportunities I have had at home
and apply them to my learning and understanding
at school, and vice versa
I apply logic and common sense when problem
solving
I enjoy taking risks to further extend my thinking
and understanding
I can independently identify my mistakes, learn
from them and edit my work appropriately

